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BERT A. GEROW RECEivES TIiE SeA
LifETiME AcliiEVEMENT AWARd
The following is the introduction leading to the pre~
sentation of the Lifetime Achievement Award. It was
prepared and delivered by David A. Fredrickson. Dr.
Gerow was not at the Annual Banquet, so the award
was presented at a later date. (As is customary, the
text is organized to keep the banquet audience guess~
ing as long as possible about the identity of the recip
ient.)

Because of historical accident, I was a student at
Berkeley during these early years; I spent my field
time learning excavation methods and the intricacies
of developing local sequences, sequences that eventu
ally were to be linked to the CCTS. During the mid
1950s, I was not active in archaeology, and had not
yet had responsibility for organizing and running a
dig and had never been given the major responsibili
ty for analyzing and interpreting the results of site
excavation. By the early 1960s I had excavated sev
eral sites in Contra Costa County, obtained a series
of good assemblages and associated radiometric
dates, and became immersed in preparing reports. I
encountered what at the time was a major problem
for me: at one site I had an assemblage with a wide
diversity of artifact types, clearly indicative of the
Middle Horizon; the problem was a radiocarbon date
that placed the assemblage clearly within an Early
Horizon time frame. The stratigraphic context of the
site component seemed compatible with the age esti
mate. Although my training had not fully equipped
me to deal with this kind of apparent contradiction,
it had somehow prepared me to give priority to field
observations. One of my alternative conclusions was
that the assemblage called Middle Horizon in the
Delta Region occurred earlier in the Bay Region. I
found myself questioning the theoretical foundation
oftheCCTS.
I learned at this time that nearly a decade earli
er, at the 1954 meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), a paper was
read, reporting findings based upon excavation of a
San Francisco Bay area midden, calling into question
the fundamental premises of the CCTS-not by in
troducing a new paradigm or new set of methods, but
through use of the same set of methods used to devel
op the CCTS: methods that required detailed mor

During the late 1940s and the 1950s, archaeology
in Central California was generally dominated by
workers out of the University of California,Berkeley,
who were under the guidance of Robert Heizer. In
the main, these workers constituted the first post
World War II graduate class of archaeologists at
Berkeley as well as those whose formal education
was in its concluding phases, mostly represented by
work on their dissertations.
The emphasis of this period was on culture~his~
torical reconstructions, that is, the development of
cultural sequences. The committment at Berkeley
was to filling out and developing further the Central
California Taxonomic System (CCTS). This system,
as you all know, was based in large part upon 1930s
work in the Delta Region of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys. It was further developed when it
was applied to the Marin-Sonoma Coast and San
Francisco Bay regions by Richard Beardsley in his
1948 doctoral dissertation, published in 1954 as a
two volume work in the Reports of the University of
California Archaeological Survey. The framework of
the CCTS included the Early, Middle, and Late Hori
zons, based upon the concept that a cultural center
existed in the Delta Region out of which cultural em
anations spread. The development of San Francisco
Bay cultures, for example, was seen to have been di
rected by such emanations.
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phological and stylistic analysis coupled with equally
detailed comparative analyses. The findings report
ed in this paper were that the earliest known culture
of the San Francisco Bay Region had strong affinities
not with the Delta Region but with the Southern Cal
ifornia Coast. It is an indication of the entrenchment
of the CCTS that a publication outlet for this paper
could not be found, despite the thorough, informed,
and careful analysis upon which it was based.

SAN DiEGO COUNTY ARChAEO
LOGiCAL SOCiETY RECEiVES ThE
M. R. HARRiNGTON AWARd fOR
CONSERVATioN ARChAEOLOGY
Susan M. Hector
This year's award goes not to an individual, but
to a group of individuals. This avocational society
has contributed to conservation archaeology in sub
stantial ways. The award is presented to the San
Diego County Archaeological Society.

Although the work of the scholar who excavated
that Bay area site and who read the paper at the
MAS meeting was more ignored than criticized dur
ing the 1950s and early 1960s, the soundness of his
approach in addressing the questions that he posed
is now clearly evident. His findings, first reported in
1954, are now accepted and are fully integrated into
our understanding of Central California prehistory.
His models of cultural development and prehistoric
ethnolinguistic relationships in early Central Califor
nia are now standard fare in dealing with Bay area
and Central California prehistory. Early Southern
California influences in the San Francisco Bay Re
gion are no longer seriously questioned.

The many contributions to conservation archae
ology made by the society include its review of EIRs
and archaeological reports by the EIR Committee.
This committee, ably chaired by Jim Royle, exerts a
major influence over local agencies and jurisdictions.
The input from this committee has had significant
impact on the quality and amount of archaeology
done in San Diego County.
Another public service performed by the society
is their participation in the Table Mountain project,
conducted for the Bureau of Land Management in
eastern San Diego County. This project has included
an intensive survey of public lands, and has resulted
in substantial numbers of sites being recorded in the
area. Without the participation of SDCAS, these
sites would be unknown and unstudied.

The work of this scholar and his career at Stan
ford University are marked by the same careful at
tention to detail, application of the comparative
method, and critical examination of his own and
competing explanations of archaeological phenome
na. He was one of the first to successfully contradict
in print, again through careful gathering and exami
nation of the evidence, what were proved to be exag
gerated dating results of amino acid racemization.
Through publication, personal interaction with
younger aspiring archaeologists, his committment to
rigor, and his demands that arguments be supported
by detailed and broad-based documentation, he has
strongly influenced a generation of archaeologists in
California. Though my formative years were spent
at Berkeley, I do not hesitate to acknowledge the
lessons I have learned from this man through our
friendship and continuing professional association.
It is an honor for me to be allowed to pay tribute and
present the Award for Lifetime Achievement to Dr.
Bert Gerow, a true scholar who has never faltered in
his pursuit of scholarly truth and his demands for ex
cellence in himself and in others.

Within the past few years, SDCAS has been in
volved with the County of San Diego Parks and
Recreation Department in developing an interpretive
center at the Johnson-Taylor Adobe in Penasquitos
Canyon Preserve. SDCAS has provided many, many
volunteer hours to the county, resulting in the devel
opment of a home for the society in the restored
adobe. Docent programs, a library, and displays
have been established by volunteers from the society.
For many years of service to public archaeology,
the M. R. Harrington Award for Conservation Ar
chaeology is presented to Stan Berryman, President
of the San Diego County Archaeological Society.
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The Southern Data Sharing Meeting will be held
September 30, 1989, at the Santa Barbara Museum
of Natural History, Santa Barbara. Those interested
in presenting a paper should contact John Johnson
at the museum, 2559 Puesta del Sol, Santa Barbara,
CA 93105 or call (805) 682-4711 .
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The 23rd Annual Meeting of the Society for Cali
fornia Archaeology was held between March 16-18,
1989 at the Pacifica Hotel in Los Angeles. Three con
current sessions of papers were presented through
out the meeting, organized by Constance Cameron,
and, as usual, the rich diversity of California archae
ology was evident in the presentations. The program
was produced by Gary S. Breschini and Trudy Haver
sat of Coyote Press, and was as attractively illustrat
ed and clearly laid out as in previous years.

Woodward for his encouragement throughout. Final
ly, my thanks go to all those who presented the pa
pers which form the basic entertainment at the meet
ing and I hope that all those attending found the
meeting to be well-organized, informative, and an en
joyable experience.

In total, 346 people registered for the meeting,
207 being pre-registered and 139 registering at the
meeting. Of the total, 183 were regular members of
the Society, with 43 student or senior members and
16 spouses attending. There was a high proportion of
day registrations at this meeting, 52 in all. The
meeting also attracted 44 non-members. The final
total also includes 7 volunteers who helped to insure
that everything ran smoothly and who I thank for
their time and energy: they are Janet Kipling, Louise
Jackson, Susan Hammersmith, Brian Glenn. Maril
lyn Holmes, Jerryll Moreno, and Laurie Wilkie.

CERTifiCATE of AcltiEVEMENT

All usual, the book rooms, efficiently organized by
Andy Yatsko, were a major attraction and the focus of
much social interaction (the other focus being the bar
which did a booming business, I am told). Twenty
five exhibitors displayed their wares, alongside
Robert Jackson's Lithic Workshop and the usual com
plimentary beverages. Incidentally. members drank
their way through 35 gallons of coffee, tea, and decaf
this year, mercifully less tha."l predicted and a major
factor in the meetings making a modest profit over
all.
About half the registrants attended the banquet,
164 tickets being sold in all. Analysis of the ticket
sales. if taken as representative of the dietary prefer
ences of the Society as a whole, reveals that the Soci
ety is dominated by beef eaters, as 82 people chose
"London Broil," while 62 chose the Chicken Parme
san. The Society, however, does harbor a compara
tively high proportion of vegetarians who purchased
20 tickets for the "Chefs Choice" vegetarian platter.
Incidentally, the Pacifica Hotel has apologized for the
"London Broil" not resembling any known recipe for
that dish and for the "Chefs Choice" being a particu
larly poor one--more a meatless platter than a vege
tarian dish. The keynote speaker, Dr. Brian Fagan,
entertained the multitude with an energetic presen
tation entitled California in World Prehistory, which
even included a partial striptease at the midpoint.
I wish to thank Dr. Michael Glassow for his help
and guidance in organizing this meeting and Jim

Paul Farnsworth
Local Arrangements Chair

PRESENTEd TO Bob MARk
We have the opportunity tonight to present a
Certificate of Appreciation to a man who has been de
voted to the study and protection of rock art for more
than 10 years. He is not, however, an archaeologist,
but is a geologist with the U.S. Geological Survey in
Menlo Park. He holds degrees from City College of
New York and Stanford University, and has done
post-doc work at UCLA. His interest in rock art be
gan with an investigation of the geologic perspective
on the rockfall winter solstice site on Fajada Butte in
Chaco Canyon. All a pilot and user of aerial pho
tographs he contributed to interpretation of prehis
toric roads in Chaco Canyon and historic mining
roads in Death Valley. His interest in rock art has
taken him throughout California and around the
world, to Papua New Guinea, Europe, and South
America.
This interest in rock art led this individual to
propose last year that one million dollars be added to
the Park and Wildlife Bond Act, Proposition 70, for
the protection of all types of archaeological sites,
hopefully including rock art. His timely suggestion
to Jerry Meral of the Planning and Conservation
League was taken seriously, in part because the indi
vidual we honor tonight is the chairman of the State
Parks Committee for the Sierra Club, and is a mem
ber of several national and regional rock art associa
tions. One million dollars was added to the local his
toric grants program in Prop. 70 in a new category
just for archaeology. One of the better application~.
I'm told. is a grant request from the the ArchaeolOgi
cal Conservancy to acquire the Borax Lake site in
Lake County. One man, with one letter (and the vot
ers of California) made a million dollar contribution
to California archaeology last year. This certificate of
Appreciation has been presented to Dr. Robert Mark,
for his efforts to establish an archeology grants pro
gram in Proposition 70. and for his efforts to record,
protect, and interpret California rock art.

COMMiTTEE FORMEd TO AssisT
INfoRMATioN CENTERS
Michael J. Moratto
[Editors' note: This memo was sent to a group of in
dividuals inviting them to become members of the
committee. It is being placed in the Newsletter to
generate additional comments and participation.]
On February 3, 1989 the State Historical Re
sources Commission (SHRC) asked me to organize
and chair a committee-including representatives of
the SHRC, Office of Historic Preservation (OHP), in
formation centers of the California Archaeological In
ventory (CAl), Society for California Archaeology
(SCA), and private-sector consultants in cultural re
source management-to evaluate the information
centers, and to report findings and recommendations
to the full commission at its October 6th meeting in
Riverside. Topics to be considered by the Committee
on Information Centers are the CAl mission, types of
information to be maintained in the centers, opera
tion policies and procedures, data storage/retrieval
system(s), access to and accessibility of information,
institutional settings, possible conflict-of-interest ac
tivities, authority and discretion of information cen
ter coordinators, organization of the CAl system, se
curity for irreplaceable data, and funding needs.
The purpose of this memo is to invite your partic
ipation as a member of the Committee on Informa
tion Centers. The level of effort will be largely a mat
ter of personal choice and convenience. Lacking a
budget, we must accomplish most of our work by tele
phone and mail. Perhaps at least one committee
meeting could be scheduled for late summer prior to
completion of our report. Meanwhile, however, we
will press forward using less efficient but more eco
nomical modes of communication. I propose to advise
all members of the Committee's progress, and to re
quest further comments, recommendations, etc. at in
tervals of approximately four to six weeks.
Basic assumptions guiding my approach to the
Committee's work are that: (1) the information cen
ters have come to play an invaluable role in archaeo
logical research, cultural resources management,
land-use planning, and as repositories of invaluable
data; (2) despite their growing importance, the infor
mation centers have never been funded adequately;
(3) burgeoning quantities of information, together
with increasing user needs, create growing problems
of information management; and (4) the ongoing
evaluation of the CAl's mission, scope-of-services, or
ganization, and procedures should be reviewed from
time to time and guided by a strategic plan.
To launch this effort, I pose for your considera
tion the following questions:

1. Should the information centers expand their

services to maintain files of data on historical sur
veys, historic places, historic architectural properties,
ethnohistoric sites, and/or other cultural resources in
addition to prehistoric and historic archaeological
sites? (Please respond to this without respect to the
entailed funding and effort issues. If funding were
available, would such expansion of services be worth
while?)
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2. Is the CAl organization optimal? How might
it be improved? Should the system become more or
less decentralized? Or, should particular functions or
services be centralized? Ideally, what role would be
performed by the information centers vis-a-vis the
role ofOHP?
3. Which aspects of the current CAl program op
erate particularly well (and therefore should not be
changed)? What are the fundamental strengths of
the system?
4. Are significant problems identifiable? (Con
sider procedures, access to information, security,
quality of services, user costs, funding, etc.) To what
extent are these problems system-wide? To what ex
tent are they center-specific?
5. Do the information centers currently provide
data in a format appropriate to user (researcher, re
sources manager, land-use planner) needs? How
might the format be improved?
6. Is security (protection of data from fire, theft,
unauthorized access) a problem in information cen
ters? How might security be enhanced?
7. A particularly complex issue: How best to
manage the CAl's information? Is a centralized data
base (at OHP?), accessible by PCs at all information
centers, feasible and desirable? Are current data-en
try formats adequate for present and anticipated fu
ture needs of users? Should the CAl establish capa
bilities for round-the-clock electronic access to the
data base of information by all pre qualified users?
Should site-location and topographic map data be
electronically filed and accessible? In sum, how
might CAl data-manage procedures and hardware!
software be enhanced to meet anticipated needs?
8. Lastly, how much funding is needed to carry
out the CAl program, and how might it be obtained?
Responses to the above, as well as comments on
any other relevant issues, will be appreciate. I ex
pect to summarize responses and distribute them, to
gether with a request for further comments, soon af
terMay1st.
Mail can be addressed to me at 502 East
Mariner's Circle, Fresno, CA 9371 O. Thank you for
your interest in the Committee on Information Cen
ters.
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Final Report: Archaeological Data Re::overy of CA
ALA-60 Located on Route 580, Castro Valley, Alame
da County, California, by James C. Bard, Colin I.
Busby, and Larry S. Kobori (Basin Research Associ
ates). Issued January 1989 (completed in 1985 with
minor editorial revisions in 1988). Submitted to Cali
fornia Department of Transportation, San Francisco.
This report is available from Caltrans at the follow
ing address (cost is $25.00 plus applicable state and
local taxes; make checks payable to Caltrans):

omits much of the data necessary to check even the
conclusions which are presented. For example, Fig
ure 11.43 presents a summary of the animal species
recovered by temporal period, but it is a presence/ab
sence chart and does not indicate the quantities of
each species. Figures 11.44 through 11.49 present
low resolution plots of the bone distribution by depth,
but individual species are not listed. This lack of
quantification does not allow an independent exami
nation of the contents of the lowermost component.
Perhaps the most serious omissions concern the
obsidian hydration dating. The Lower Archaic as
signment for the site depends on the' accuracy of the
MOHLAB induced hydration experiments. These ex
perimental data and formulae are not presented;
rather, a series of technical reports is referenced.
The site's maximum age is estimated using both the
Ericson and MOHLAB formulae, which disagree by
about 900 years (6619 vs. 7519 B.P. respectively).
Origer's formulae, widely used throughout Central
California, are not used at all: an endnote describes
them as biased and inaccurate. Origer's formulae,
however, provide a much more believable age esti
mate for the site (ca. 4800-4900 B.P'). In view of the
poor record of the MOHLAB induced hydration tech
nique in California, and the lack of supporting data,
the Lower Archaic age estimate should be used very
cautiously, if at all.

Public Information Office
Caltrans District 4
P.O. Box 7310
San Francisco, CA 94120
Reviewed by Gary S. Breschini and Trudy Haversat
This report describes investigations at a possible
Lower Archaic site in Castro Valley. A 1979 investi
gation by George Miller of California State Universi
ty, Hayward excavated about 23.3 cubic meters of
soil. The current report, conducted in 1981-1982, ex
cavated an additional 70.4 cubic meters of soil.
The Lower Archaic age estimates are based en
tirely on MOHLAB obsidian hydration dates. In all,
54 dates were obtained: 45 dates from the upper 17
levels ranged between 526 and 4250 B.P., while 9
dates from levels 20 through 35 ranged from 5513 to
7519 years B.P. (using 1989 as present). Seven radio
carbon dates from levels 19 through 47, all using ac
celerator counting, ranged from 890 to 2700 radiocar
bon years B.P. (using 1950 as present). The radiocar
bon dates were dismissed as they did not correlate
with depth. Artifacts were scarce, but included four
flaked stone forms attributed to the now defunct
Central California Taxonomic System's "Early Hori
zon" and one form attributed to Phase II of the "Late
Horizon." Of 18 mortars and pestles, 17 were found
in the upper 13 levels; one pestle was found in level
31, tentatively dated by obsidian to over 7000 B.P.

There are a number of problems, such as typos
and minor glitches, which could have been caught by
better editing. Also, the report uses the dreaded
chapter enumeration, whereby each page, appendix,
table, and figure is numbered separately by chapter
(e.g., page 14-23, Table 11.49). (This is why this re
view doesn't include a page count.) Tables and fig
ures frequently do not identify the units of measure
ment used; e.g., Table 11.40 cites the density of bones
per cubic meter in various units, but does not indi
cate whether the density is based on weight or count;
Figure 11.49 plots the distribution ofburnedlcalcined
bone by depth, but there is no indication whether the
value axis (labeled BIC density) represents weight,
count, number of bones per cubic meter, etc. Several
notable items are missing from the bibliography and
presumably were not used in the research. Most fig
ures are packed in at the end of the chapters, rather
than in the text where they are discussed. For exam
ple, chapter 11 has 87 pages of text followed by 49
pages of figures. This results in a lot of page flipping.

Figure 11.21 lists the artifacts recovered during
1981-1982. It depicts a continuous series of artifacts
extending from Late Horizon Phase I to the Lower
Archaic (ca. 500 ern); most are attributed to the Early
and Middle Horizons (above 200 ern). There is a pos
sible hiatus (between 200 and 250 em), followed by a
Middle Archaic component at about 250 to 350 ern.
There is little cultural material below 350 cm, al
though bone fragments and a few other materials are
found as deep as 500 cm. The basal portion of the
site is attributed to the Lower Archaic because it is
stratigraphically below a component (at level 33)
with obsidian dates greater than 7000 B.P.

Overall, this report contains a lot of data. Some
of the gaps reflect the nature of the site, rather than
the approach. No matter which way the dating ques
tion is resolved, CA-ALA-60 is an important site and
. this report is a worthwhile contribution.

This report is difficult to use for research as it
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eluding Susan Hector (Proceedings), Gary Breschini
and Trudy Haversat (Newsletter), Glassow (By-Laws
and Articles of Incorporation), Jane Gothold
(Archives), Susan Spraker (Business Office Manag
er), and Rob Jackson (OHP Liaison). With respect to
Regional Information Centers, Woodward and Glas
sow will serve as liaisons to assist Mike Moratto.
John Parker will continue to handle the Society Cer
tified Archaeological Programs.

SItARiNG MEETiNG
The Northern Data Sharing Meeting will be held
October 21, 1989, at California State University,
Chico. Those interested in presenting a paper should
contact Greg Greenway, Mendocino National Forest,
420 E. Laurel Street, Willows, CA 95988 or (916)
934-3316 before September 15. Northern California
usually has an excellent meeting, so mark your cal
endar now and plan on attending.
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Glassow and Woodward are assembling a Manual
for SCA Officers/Chairs, to document our institution
al memory on annual meeting arrangements, mem
bership, the role of Board members, etc. Relevant
sections of the Manual will be passed on to people
who will need them, with copies kept in the Business
Office and in the SCA Archives. Spraker and
Gothold advised us that a chronological file and a
subject file are also maintained in the office, in addi
tion to each officer's files and past minutes.

EXECUTivE BOARd MEETiNG
MARCIt

"i

18, 1989

The first 1989-90 Board Meeting was called to or
der at 8:10 a.m. at the Pacifica Hotel in Culver City,
location of the 1989 Annual Meetings. President Jim
Woodward chaired the meeting, attended by Sonia
Tamez, Christian Gerike, Andrew Yatsko, Susan
Spraker, Greg Greenway, Jane Gothold, John John
son, Mike Glassow, and Barb Bocek.

Glassow and Gothold mentioned that in 1978 two
By-Laws changes were made and sent in to the State
to ensure we qualify as non-profit, although Glassow
was unsure whether the changes were made.
Gothold and Glassow also discussed the limit of
funds ($10,000, $25,000?) required for reporting to
the State. Glassow proposed to bring a list of possi
ble By-Laws changes for discussion at the next Board
meeting, and urged us all to read the By-Laws and
contact him as soon as possible with any suggestions.
He also stated that we will need legal counsel before
going to the membership with suggested By-Laws
changes.

1. The Board began with a review of the 1989 meet

ings, which all agreed were well-organized and well
attended, thanks to Paul Farnsworth and Constance
Cameron. Glassow has drafted a manuscript with
guidelines for Annual Meeting planning and organi
zation; this has been distributed to past meeting
chairs and will be incorporated into the SCA Manual.
2. In her final Treasurer's Report, Gothold informed
us that the Society's books were in order, with bank
statements corresponding to her records. Given that
Gerike has recently been elected Treasurer, Gothold
asked whether an audit was advisable, and noted
that some provision must be made to transfer Trea
surer's Office documentation. The Board agreed that
an audit was not necessary, but that Gerike should
travel to Whittier to meet with Gothold and go over
the books with her.

Woodward asked Greenway to chair the Member
ship Committee and discussion turned to ways to in
crease membership. Woodward passed out five
copies of the Proceedings to each officer, to be dis
tributed as new people sign up. Gerike pointed out
that we have no systematic way of acknowledging
new members, and that we might at least print up
some postcards with a welcome-to-the-SCA message,
or a flyer with spaces to order past Proceedings, SCA
buttons, etc. Spraker added that a welcome flyer
and By-Laws could be sent out by the Business Office
along with the Proceedings sent to new (non-student)
members. Gerike volunteered to make a flyer, and
Glassow to provide a master of the By-Laws. Appar
ently, the SCA loses and gains about 150 members a
year (or almost 25% of the total membership); Glas
sow commented that 25% was normal for an organi
zation of this type. There is a substantial mailing
cost involved with the constant adding/dropping and
changing of addresses.

3. There was extended discussion of Standing Com
mittees. Woodward observed that more Society work
should be delegated, permitting us to involve more
people, and take advantage of members' expertise.
Woodward mentioned curation issues as an example
of an area of increasing concern, but one in which we
have access to a great deal of expertise (as shown by
the session at the 1989 meetings). Johnson agreed to
serve as Chair of this committee. A number of other
committee and chairperson assignments were an
nounced and unanimously approved by the Board, in

Woodward, Gerike and Glassow discussed Annu
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al Meeting costs, noted that the Proceedings has thus
far been the biggest wild card in the budget, and sug
gested that we may need to gradually raise meeting
registration fees. Gerike volunteered to create and
chair a "Proceedings Marketing" committee.

way must be found for the SCA to convey to the
NAHC our support for monitoring training, and our
confusion about the identification process for most
likely descendants.
Glassow reminded us that in 1991, the SCA win
have its 25th Anniversary Meetings. The Board
agreed with him that a 25th anniversary merits spe
cial efforts: a symposium should be scheduled, for ex
ample, to review the status of California archaeology;
a special publication might focus on the contributions
of California to archaeology as a discipline, and to
North American prehistory. We discussed possible lo
cations, considering Sacramento as a central point
which could facilitate attendance. Glassow suggest
ed that a committee to guide planning for the 1991
meetings should be established, and that a program
chair should be chosen early, to start contacting sym
posia leaders, etc.

For the 1990 Meetings, Bocek will be Local Ar
rangements Chair and Kent Lightfoot of UC Berke
ley has agreed to serve as Program Chair. By April
4, we need to give a $1,000 deposit to the Foster City
Holiday Inn where the 1990 Meetings will be held.
Woodward, Tamez and Bocek arranged a meeting
with our contact at the Holiday Inn before April 4th.
Tamez agreed to serve as Chair of the Federal
Legislation committee, with assistance from Johnson.
Tamez is already monitoring some major legislation
as well as relevant case law, which she pointed out
has been overlooked by the SCA to date. A committee
chair for Agency Outreach and CEQA is still open.
John Parker's CRM pamphlet, hopefully to be dis
tributed by OHP, is one concrete way to assist local
governments and developers with interpreting
CEQA, etc.

The next Board meeting will be held in Richmond
at Tamez' home. For the autumn meeting, we tenta
tively agreed to meet at the Northern Data Sharing
meetings at Chico. Woodward reminded us that the
SCA can reimburse Board members, if necessary, up
to $100 for travel to meetings from opposite ends of
the state.

4. Woodward mentioned three important pieces of
State legislation: SB 1188 which would establish a
California Historical Register; a proposed initiative
sponsored by the Planning and Conservation League
(PCL) that would assign funds from the new alcohol
taxes to historical resources; and a third that would
assign funds from Prop. 99 (tobacco taxes) to histori
cal preservation. Apparently similar funds might be
obtained from license plate revenues. Tamez and
Woodward discussed the importance of having a rep
resentative in Sacramento; they would both like to
see stronger links there, to increase the quality of in
formation available to the Society.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:40 AM.

seA PROCEEdiNGS UpdATE
Martin D. Rosen
I have taken over the senior editorial reins for
Volume 3 of the Proceedings. With the Annual Meet
ings behind us, it is now time to think about publish
ing your paper in the next Proceedings volume. To
this end, please submit your paper to us by July 1.
The paper should be in final form, following the style
guide as published in Volume 1 of the Proceedings. If
you don't have Volume I, then shame on you, but you
can still obtain a copy or the style guide by writing to
the Business Office [Volume 1 of the Proceedings is
also available through Coyote Press].

5. Woodward had recently met with Larry Myers of
the Native American Heritage Commission to discuss
monitoring and other issues. Tamez listed several
other issues related to Indian interests: archaeologi
cal training for students; policy participation; reburi
al. Bob Laidlaw and Lowell Bean were mentioned as
two members whose experience with California Indi
an communities could be helpful to the SCA Johnson
suggested that we will need to think creatively about
how to assist Indians interested in archaeology-per
haps field schools could waive fees and prerequisites
for Indian students. Johnson also expressed some
concern about the monitoring program. A positive

The editorial board plans on making a few minor
changes in the guide, but these changes will be trans
mitted to each author after their paper has been re
viewed. Please submit your paper to me at the fol
lowing address:
Martin D. Rosen
SCA Proceedings
7226 Vial' Avenue
San Diego, CA 92120

··REN£wAINbTlee(\········
• • ••. .• ••·It.j~a• i~ve:~~t:9~~• f~~W~d.·.yo~.rtle~~e~~ip,···
. ····<.··..

Ilo?l.• ~~··th.e.·.t!~e.t9q~ • r;~;C1ieck.~Q~. • nudl~~a~.tf()r.

If you have any questions I can be reached during
the day at (619) 237-6751. I look forward to your
submittals.

lOut'itlltl:f~~··lfy9W'JIlembersltiJ)bas.·expir~(I, • plea$e.
.u~.tlj.e fo~itlcluae(l mUtthlsN~iq~lette:h . ..
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Love, Bruce
1988 Archaeology Report on the Barrel Springs
Project, TM 46013, Los Angeles County. Re
port on file at the Archaeological Informa
tion Center, UCLA.

TULARG: A NEW RESEARCI1
GROUp FOUNdEd
A recently-organized research unit, the Tulare
Lake Archaeological Research Group (TULARG) is
made up of 32 professional and amateur archaeolo
gists who have expressed a willingness to devote
time to gathering information about the human past
of the Tulare Lake Basin. At the end of a year, the
group hopes to be in a position to integrate the col
lected data into a comprehensive cultural history of a
region that may have seen aboriginal use and/or
habitation throughout the entire span of man's exis
tence in California. Co-directors of TULARG are
Francis A. Riddell and William J. Wallace.

Sutton, Mark Q.
1988 An Introduction to the Archaeology of the
Western Mojave Desert, California. Coyote
Press Archives of California Prehistory No.
14.
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SI1ELLfisl1 SEASONAliTY STudiES
Richard Cerreto has completed a two-year live
growth study on Chione spp. and Protothaca
staminea bivalves located in Newport Bay, Califor
nia. The data collected primarily will be used to test
the reliability of three local methods of seasonality
based on external shell features, but eventually will
be used to test methods based on internal structural
features and the environmental parameters involved
in studies between separate populations of bivalves.
The majority of the data has been collected and is
presently being processed for publication. A report
on the preliminary results has been accepted for pub
lication in the Journal of California and Great
Basin Anthropology.

EARliEST RAdiOCARboN DATE
fROM TI1E ANTELOPE VALLEY,
WESTERN MOjAVE DESERT
A radiocarbon assay of 5110±190 (WSU-3891)
was obtained from the Barrel Springs site (CA-LAN
82) south of Palmdale, California. The charcoal sam
ple came from an ash lens discovered at a depth of
80-90 cm in a test unit excavated into a midden area
as part of a testing program for a proposed subdivi
sion (Love 1988). The lens was approximately 30 cm
in diameter and 8 cm thick. The charcoal from the
lens was recovered by flotation, utilizing the siphon
technique described by Gummerman and Umemoto
(1987).
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MARiNE INVERTEbRATE STudiES
A Master's thesis recently completed by Richard
Cerreto described the analysis of marine invertebrate
(shellfish) remains from Point Lorna (CA-SDI-48) us
ing number of identified specimens (NISP) counts
and minimum number of individuals (MNI) esti
mates. Problems inherent with past methods of
analysis, such as weight methods and hinge counts
were discussed. The thesis provided an outline for
applying NISP and MNI estimates to marine inverte
brate analyses, and insight into generating a more
detailed reconstruction of some of the paleoenviron
mental conditions near the site and the behavioral
activities of its occupants. The results of the analysis
were presented as a comparative model for shellfish
collecting along the southern California coast.

Cultural material from the same level included
shell, debitage (quartz, rhyolite, and chalcedony),
bone, and a quartz chopper/scrapper. Cultural mate
rial was found in two more levels below the lens,
down to sterile soil at 110 cm. Lithic and faunal
analyses are in progress and the final report is pend
ing.
Prior to this discovery, the oldest chronometric
dates for the Antelope Valley were 2370±90 and
2200±60 from CA-KER-303 in the foothills of the
Tehachapi Mountains on the north edge of the valley
(summarized in Sutton 1988).
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feet. Algae, plant and animal matter provide natural
nutrients when canal sediments are shoveled onto
fields. Impressed by the success of this project, the
Peruvian government has funded raised field con
struction for 30 to 50 communities.

PETER'S CANYON WASIt AR
citAEoLoGicAL INVESTiGATioNS
Since 1987, LSA Associates, Inc. has conducted
test and/or data recovery excavations at eight archae
ological sites (CA-ORA-184AIB, -547A1B, -548, -556,
-557, -771, -772, and -1153) in Peter's Canyon Wash,
Orange County, California. These archaeological in
vestigations have yielded a significant quantity of
cultural materials within an inland drainage setting,
and offer a unique opportunity to address broader re
search questions by combining the results of several
projects.

Why 200,000 acres of raised platforms fell into
disuse remains a mystery, but Erickson suspects so
cial collapse following the Inca invasion from Cuzco
could be an explanation.
Reprinted from Organic Gardening, March 1989.

EXCAVATiONS AT FisItERMAN'S

Preliminary results of individual projects suggest
that regional occupation extends from the Late
Millingstone to Early Intermediate Horizon, and that
a diversity of raw materials, activities and sites are
represented. Several sites may be contemporaneous
with the well-known Tomato Springs site visited by
Gaspar de Portola in 1776. These data raise intrigu
ing questions regarding the spatial and temporal re
lationships within a limited geographical area. What
was going on? Are they different but contemporary
activity sites, or do they represent different utiliza
tion through time? What were the mechanisms in
volved in procurement of non-local lithic materials
such as soapstone, jasper, and obsidian? Potential
future projects within the same area, combined with
existing data, will yield new and significant informa
tion regarding prehistoric occupation and cultural
processes within the less known inland settlement
system.

WItARf, MONTEREY
Limited data recovery excavations were conduct
ed at CA-MNT-108 during April of 1988 by Trudy
Haversat and Gary S. Breschini of Archaeological
Consulting. The site, situated near the base of Fish
erman's Wharf, in downtown Monterey, California,
was determined to be a large and important Early
Period village.
CA-MNT-108 was occupied about 4800 B.P. and
largely abandoned by 2400 B.P. It appears to have
been the main Early Period residential base on the
Monterey Peninsula during the summer months, and
may have been a "village center" from which a chief,
or the equivalent, controlled the economic life of the
community. It has a material density approaching an
order of magnitude greater than any other site exam
ined on the Monterey Peninsula.
Based on the vertebrate remains, particularly
fish otoliths (ear bones) it appears that CA-MNT-108
was occupied during the summer, from perhaps early
May through early October.
The inhabitants of CA-MNT-108 appear to have
been foragers rather than collectors. However, they
do not compare exactly with Binford's model or with
the attributes extracted from that model by S. Dietz.
The density of cultural materials among foragers is
expected to be relatively low, but CA-MNT-108 ex
hibits the highest densities of cultural materials yet
obtained on the Monterey Peninsula. Indeed the
bone densities are among the highest documented in
California.
The following subjects are included in appen
dices: vertebrate animal remains (P.E. Langenwalter
II, Richard L. Reynolds, Brenda Bowser, and Richard
W. Huddleston), flaked stone (Michael F. Rondeau
and Vicki L. Rondeau), shell artifacts (Robert O. Gib
son), x-ray fluorescence (Thomas L. Jackson), and ob
sidian hydration (Thomas M. Origer).
The final report has been completed, and will be
available shortly from Coyote Press. Write for a cata
logue or watch your Newsletter for details.

LEARNiNG fROM TItE PAST
A 3,000 year old Peruvian farming system aban
doned even before Spanish explorers arrived may
help revitalize low-resource communities.
Grids of raised fields and canals once covered
hundreds of square miles of flood-prone land around
Lake Titicaca in the Andes. Archaeologist Dr. Clark
Erickson of the University of Pennsylvania restored
and planted the fields, seeking insight into the area's
ancient inhabitants. But his work took an agricul
tural bent when the beds, created with only hand
tools, yielded three times more than conventional
fields.
Fields vary from 4 to 10 meters wide and from 10
to 100 meters long, built up to about 1 meter high
with soil from surrounding canals. The canals pro
tect against drought or flooding, and their waters ra
diate stored heat during the frequent frosts at 12,500
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ETlticAl ISSUES BROUGItT
AboUT by TItE CAlifoRNiA
ENViRONMENTAL QuAliTY ACT
Michael A. Glassow
Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting of the Society
for American Archaeology, Atlanta, GA. April 5-9.
1989 [with minor editing to reduce the length].

Introduction
Becoming law in 1970. the California Environ
mental Quality Act, or CEQA, has had far more im
pact on the practice of archaeology in California than
comparable federal legislation. While CEQA has cre
ated an impressively high level of archaeological ac
tivity in the state, it has also raised a number of ethi
cal issues concerned with the practice of archaeology.
It is this set of issues, associated directly with the
way archaeological research is undertaken, that is
the focus of my attention in this paper. It is impor
tant to recognize, however, that a number of other
important ethical concerns are prominent in Califor
nia as well, those associated with the treatment of
human remains currently being the most visible.

been developed by the state as an aid to local govern
ments in administering CEQA. Within the loose con
straints of these guidelines,however, local govern
ments are largely free to interpret CEQA as they see
fit, and indeed there is a good deal of variation from
one local government to another in how closely it
meets the spirit, let alone the letter, of the law.
Added to this, the staff in local governments who are
charged with administering the preparation and re
view of EIRs frequently have no expertise in archae
ology, so they have no way of knowing good archaeol
ogy from bad.

,
i

Given the scope of CEQA and the government
level at which it is implemented, it is expectable that
the frequency with which professional ethics are
called into question is quite high. Yet the nature of
ethics violations is really no different than is the case
elsewhere in the nation. California looks like a
nightmare to archaeologists outside the state simply
because so much more archaeology is done in Califor
nia than elsewhere. In one county of California in
which a moderate rate of land development is taking
place (by California standards) there are as many ar
chaeological contracting firms as there are in many
states, including states with Jarge urban centers.

Ethical Issues
Questions of ethical conduct in archaeological re
search mandated by CEQA arise most frequently
from inappropriate matches between project scopes
of-work and bidding price. There are several kinds of
ethical misbehavior related to mismatches, none of
which is peculiar to California. They occur wherever
archaeology has been placed in the business atmo
sphere of contracting.

The California Environmental Quality Act
To understand how the passage ofCEQA resulted
in the erosion of ethical standards of research perfor
mance, indeed, to understand the nature of archaeol
ogy in California, one must first know something
about what the law entails. For any land develop
ment larger than the construction of a single unit
dwelling, CEQA requires that an Environmental Im
pact Report (EIR) be prepared if the project might
have a deleterious effect on natural or cultural re
sources. Concerning the high rate of land develop
ment in California and the high density of archaeo
logical sites. it is not too difficult to imagine the fre
quency with which CEQA mandates that the pres
ence of cultural resources must be determined, that
their significance must be assessed. and that mitiga
tion of development impacts through data recovery
must be undertaken. It is little wonder that the den
sity of practicing contract archaeologists in California
is very high: California has more than twice the
number of SOPA certified archaeologists (currently
127) than any other state.

The most obvious ethical violation occurs in the
context of competitive bidding, in which some con
tracting archaeologists significantly underbid in or
der to obtain a contract. The frequent result. of
course, is an inadequate job. Some of my colleagues
in SOPA have referred to this practice as "low baU"
bidding (Payne 1988; May 1989a. 1989b), and in Cali
fornia it prevails because so much CEQA-mandated
work is performed directly for developers or local gov
ernments with no archaeological expertise, so there
is no· way for substandard work to be recognized or
penalized. While some low ball bidding is conscious
and unscrupulous. much of it is a good deal more
subtle, arising from the struggle to stay in business
in an atmosphere where perhaps only one archaeolo
gist in a region tends to bid with unrealistically low
prices. While I have no hard figures to cite, I suspect
that most of the grievances brought against SOPA

Unquestionably the most profound impact of
CEQA is its enforcement primarily at the level of lo
cal governments. Relatively broad guidelines have
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certified archaeologists are directly or indirectly re
lated to low ball bidding and the resultant substan
dard work performed by the lowest bidder.
Another common ethical transgression with a
mismatch between scope-of-work and bidding price
occurs in the context of "sweetheart" contracting.
Some developers, local governments, and state agen
cies have developed special, long-term relationships
with archaeologists who are willing to bid low and do
substandard work on contract after contract. This
unethical practice is most prevalent where no mecha
nisms for external review are in place to prevent it.
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Related to this practice is a second major area of
unethical behavior. Some archaeologists are willing
to write off archaeological resources in the course of
significance assessment if the price is right, or if they
can be guaranteed future business. Occurring most
often in the context of "sweetheart" contracting, the
price and the work performed actually may be appro
priate; it is only the interpretations of data that are
faulty. In one instance with which I am familiar, the
cost of archaeological assessment was one of the
highest ever incurred in the surrounding region, and
the field research was competently performed. How
ever, the significance assessment had all the trap
pings of a blatant attempt to exempt the developer
from any mitigation costs.
The ethical transgression that such practices rep
resent may be defined as client orientation conceived
too narrowly. As Mark Raab (1984) has pointed out,
while the needs and concerns of clients for whom con
tract research is performed must be recognized, ar
chaeologists must never forget that our clients also
include the public and our professional colleagues
(see also Fowler 1984:111; Meighan 1986:101-103).
My experience indicates that an unethical degree of
client orientation is widespread in California, as it is
elsewhere in the nation, but that much of it is diffi
cult to discover because it is so easily hidden from
view.

'j

colleagues Gary Breschini and Trudy Haversat, de
spite the obvious benefits to all of having a conve
nient means of determining which sites in a given re
gion date to particular time periods.
The lack of cooperation among archaeologists
also is caused by outspoken criticism of other archae
ologists' work. While some of this criticism is legiti
mate, the tone of it is not, and it is apparent that the
motivation of this criticism is to discredit a compet
ing archaeologist. Much of this criticism has impact
only within the archaeological community, being ex
pressed among colleagues by word-of-mouth, but now
and then it becomes public in the context of newspa
per stories and allegations at public hearings. In ei
ther case, of course, the result can be the alienation
of archaeologists from one another; there are, unfor
tunately, some well-known, long-standing animosi
ties among individual and groups of archaeologists.
The rat-race of making a living on numerous
small-scale contracts so common in California, as
well as the atmosphere of business competition, has
led to another ethical shortcoming: a lack of concern
with disseminating the results of archaeological re
search to the profession and to the public. Many
highly competent archaeologists doing exemplary
work have not been motivated to convert the more
definitive aspects of their contract research into pub
lished papers. Joe Chartkoff (1987) has recently de
cried the low rate of publication among California ar
chaeologists, believing it to have reached crisis pro
portions. While I agree with the general thrust of
Joe's concerns, I believe the situation is not quite the
crisis he perceives (Glassow 1987). Nonetheless,
there is no question that more of the important con
tract research in California should be the subject of
publications.
In one sense, California archaeologists should not
be blamed for the low rate of publication because the
whole system of CEQA-mandated research provides
few financial regards and little time to publish due to
the labor intensity required to manage many small
scale contracts. Yet some contract archaeologists in
the state, with no support from academic institu
tions, do have exemplary publishing records. These
individuals demonstrate that to some extent the lack
of publishing is due to a lack of interest.

The competition for business also has resulted in
increasing disintegration of the professional commu
nity of California archaeologists, with the result that
some archaeologists violate ethics concerned with in
teraction with colleagues. Many California archaeol
ogists maintain little or no contact with their col
leagues and are unwilling to share information.
While this trend is countered by the integrative
forces of the Society for California Archaeology and
several local archaeological societies, a substantial
number of archaeologists do not participate in these
organizations, and some refuse to share information
of any sort with their colleagues. A good example of
this lack of cooperation is the refusal of many Califor
nia archaeologists to submit radiocarbon dates to the
master list being maintained and published by my

As a conclusion to this survey of ethical issues re
lated ultimately to the existence of CEQA, I should
emphasize that the great majority of archaeologists
working in California are both competent and ethi
cal. This is the case despite the fact that the frame
work for contracting established by CEQA allows
highly unscrupulous archaeologists to work unfet
tered by ethical standards. The proportion of such
archaeologist in California is no higher than any
where else in the nation.
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Solutions
I see three avenues toward improving the ethical
standards of research performance in California.
The first I wish to discuss entails changing the way
in which CEQA-mandated research is managed by lo
cal governments. As I mentioned earlier, the biggest
problem with CEQA-mandated research is the frag
mentation of its implementation among literally hun
dreds of local governments in the state, coupled with
only broad guidance at the level of state government.
Ron May (1989a,1989b) argued recently that leader
ship from the California SHPO could do much to pre
vent the unscrupulous behavior of some contracting
archaeologists, and there is no question that this
would be of immense help. But what kind of leader
ship is needed; or more realistically, what kind of
leadership is possible given the current political real
ities of California state government? Years ago, the
staffing in the California Office of Historic Preserva
tion (OHP) was sufficient for performing review ofre
ports resulting from CEQA-mandated archaeological
projects thus allowing the California OHP to place
pressur~ on local governments to reject substandard
work. Currently the possibilities of renewed staffing
at levels necessary to carry out this watchdog func
tion are remote.
There is another way, however, in which the Cali
fornia OHP can help local governments that is not so
staff-intensive. Instead of performing review, the
OHP could help local governments develop explicit
performance standards to be used in evaluating
CEQA-mandated research. If all archaeologists must
conform to a set of explicit performance standards, as
already exists in some California local government
jurisdictions, a good deal of the substandard work
can be prevented. This assumes, of course, that some
mechanism exists to penalize archaeologists who
transgress the standards. Furthermore, in situations
where local governments do not have in-house ar
chaeological expertise, the California OHP may be
able to help set up a system of peer review that
would avoid the problem of conflict-of-interest among
the reviewing archaeologists.
The Society for California Archaeology (SCA) has
recently proposed to the SHPO t~at the O.HP c01;lld
begin to provide such guidanc~ SImply by 1Oformn~g
local governments of informatIonal resources aVaIl
able to them and by recommending performance
standards for CEQA-mandated projects. Initial reac
tions of the SHPO have been positive, and useful ini
tiatives appear to be forthcoming. The SCA is very
interested in helping OHP develop such standards,
and if such cooperation can be maintained, it may be
gin to turn the tide against the fragmented and inad
equate management of CEQA-mandated archaeology.
Another avenue of improvement in ethical prac
tices entails contracting archaeologists themselves

doing something to encourage high ethical standards
of performance. With the significant growth in the
number of professional archaeologists in California
over the past two decades, an organization like the
SCA no longer can perform the integrative functions
that it could back in the late sixties and early seven
ties when fewer than a hundred archaeologists were
acti~e in California. What could be helpful is a series
of lower-level organizations consisting of perhaps
only a dozen or two archaeologists who work relative
ly consistently in particular :egions of the sta~e.
These consortia of archaeolOgIsts could work WIth
their local governments in setting up performance
standards, and just as important, they could foster
professionalism through continual info~a~ discus
sions of ongoing research. Such con.son:Ia mIght ~I~o
engage in cooperative efforts at publIcatIon. ImplICIt
ly, such grass-roots organizations would create an. at
mosphere of peer pressure that would offset the ~so
lating effects of competitive contracting. Orgamza
tions of this sort already exist in certain parts of the
state, and some have actually been active in ways
just described. Clearly, however, other parts of tb;e
state without such groups would benefit from theIr
existence and activity.
As a third avenue of improvement, archaeologists
serving in local academic institutions in California
could do much to improve the situation. Indeed,
some have. In a few regions of the state, academic
archaeologists serve as focal points of communication
and action. The problem is, however, that for the size
and population of the state, comparatively few uni
versities have active programs in California archaeol
ogy. In fact, some universities in key locations have
purposefully avoided participation in local archaeolo
gy. Along with many of my colleagues, I feel that
academic archaeologists not only should serve the
important function of teaching professional stan
dards but also should be active in their local areas in
helpi~g to ensure that high professional standards
are met by contracting archaeologists. It is encour
aging that a few universities in the state recently
have hired California archaeologists and are estab
lishing or strengthening viable programs in Califor
nia archaeology. We can anticipate that these ~r
chaeologists and their new or i~proved p:ograms .10
evitably will have considerable 10fluence 10 fostenng
ethical standards among archaeologists working in
the regions surrounding their institutions.

Conclusion
In conclusion, while many archaeologists outside
of California justifiably have been alarmed at .the ~p
parently high frequ~ncy of actual o.r all~ged VIolation
of professional ethICS among Cahforma archaeolo
gists, they should recognize the difficulty of prevent
ing and policing ethical violations in lig~t of ~he co~
tracting environment created by the Cahfornla EnVl

ronmental Quality Act and the way this act has been
implemented. Despite the existence of what some of
my SOPA colleagues refer to as the "California prob
lem," the outlook for improvement of the situation is
relatively good. In each of the avenues toward reso
lution of problems brought about by CEQA, I have
identified some progress already being made. As
suming that the momentum toward improvement
can be maintained, I am confident that in the next
ten years or so the so-called "California problem" will
no longer exist.

ARCItAEOloGisTS AS CURATORS
OR
STicks ANd STONES MAY
BREAk My BudGET•••
Trudy Haversat and Gary S. Breschini
A curational crisis is upon us. Our irreplaceable
archaeological collections are again under assault by
our old friend and enemy, time.
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long-term curation costs money. Make this a
line item in all contracts (include survey and
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monitoring, as well as excavation, as even inci·
dental collections accumulate quickly). The
problem is especially critical in localities where
the prevailing standard among archaeologists is
(1) not to provide for curation in budgets, and
(2) to store collections in attics, basements, or
rental lockers until some (hypothetical) muse·
urn comes along offering free archival prepara·
tion and free long· term storage. The latter
practice is in clear violation of Article V of
SOPA's Standards of Research Performance,
and it is only a matter of time before it will be
enforced. In fact, the only thing needed to force
the issue is the filing of a grievance. Federal
standards also require curation (d. Breschini
and Haversat 1989:6·7)
3) Plan your collecting strategy carefully. The ac
tual cost of storage (frequently cited as about
$1,000 per cubic foot!) is such that we can no
longer afford to store great quantities of bulk
samples. Trim your collection intelligently, or
else someone less qualified will do it for you lat.
er. Keep enough samples to support future re·
search without overburdening our storage facili
ties (see the horror story cited in Breschini and
Haversat 1988)
4) Start rescuing existing collections. This is best
done in two ways. One is through volunteer
help at existing archives, particularly from per
sons who may have extra copies of site notes,
drawings, photos, etc. which may help clarify
problems with collections. The second is to find
some money for our existing archives so that
curators can begin to upgrade the status of ex
isting collections.
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REbURiAL Policy
Quoted from the SOPA Newsletter, Vol. 13(1), Jan
uary 1989.
SOPA has been notified of a policy issued by the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in late
September. The policy sets forth six principles:
1. Human remains and grave goods should not
be disinterred unless required in advance of some
kind of disturbance, such as construction;

2. Disinterment when necessary should be done
carefully, respectfully, and completely, in accordance
with proper archeological methods.
3. In general, human remains and grave goods
should be reburied, in consultation with the descen
dants of the dead;
4. Prior to reburial, scientific studies should be
performed as necessary to address justified research
topics;
5. Scientific studies and reburial should occur ac
cording to a definite, agreed· upon schedule; and

6. Where scientific study is offensive to the de
5) Where proper facilities do not exist, work to cre
scendants of the dead, and the need for such study
ate or expand them. There is a shortage of qual
does not outweigh the need to respect the concerns of
ity storage and we are going to have to help pay
such descendants, reburial should occur without pri.
or study. Conversely, where the scientific research
to have additional facilities built, maintained,
value of human remains or grave goods outweigh any
and staffed. If you are currently generating col
objections that descendants may have to their study,
lections, put aside sufficient funds in a good in
they should not be reburied, but should be retained
terest-bearing account to pay for their eventual
in perpetuity for study.
storage. Then work out an arrangement with
the nearest archival vault, museum, university,
Because implementation of the policy may be in
etc. to set up or expand a facility and get your
consistent
with terms of the Archeological Resource
collection properly curated.
Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA), the Council also has
prepared a draft:. amendment which removes human
The problem will not simply go away. We need
remains from that class of materials and documenta
additional ideas, comments, and awareness from our
tion requiring permanent curation. The proposed
colleagues, more sessions at the Annual Meetings,
amendment reads:
and more coordination with archivists and curators.
As with most other problems, it can only be partially
(3) the archeological resources which are excavat
solved by money. We must understand that we have
ed or removed from public lands will remain the
a responsibility for these collections.
property of the United States, and such resources
and copies of associated archeological records and
Time is an old friend but a relentless foe, and we
data will be preserved by a suitable university, muse·
need to once again rescue our collections from his
.um, or other scientific or educational institution, pro
grasp.

vided, that human remains and other contents of
graves may be reburied. or transferred to Indian
tribes and other groups for reburial.
By majority vote of SOPA's Board of Directors the
Society has responded to the Council as follows:
The Society of Professional Archeologists wishes
to respond to the policy issued on September 27, and
the draft of the ARPA amendment. The Council's
policy statement on pothunting is acceptable to
SOPA, and the Society wishes to endorse that docu
ment. The statement concerning the treatment of
human remains and grave goods is not acceptable,
and the Society wishes to register its opposition to
the policy as currently written. The following com
ments are addressed to each of the six policy state
ments in order.
1. There is no definition of disturbance. and it is
badly needed. Would reservoir construction which
would not disturb the burials directly, but impounds
water to inundate them (and 4estroy the human re
mains) constitute disturbance? In cases where land
change undertakings make a previously unknown or
inaccessible site with human burials accessible by
the public, depredation of the graves can, in many ar
eas, be reasonably anticipated. This seems a good ex
ample of "indirect effect" and can be effectively miti
gated only by removal of the burials and grave goods.

nition is offered in the policy statement; if the defini
tion is that given for "group" in the ARPA amend
ment draft it would include virtually any body, how
ever expediently organized, that wishes to assert con
troL No provision is made for measuring relative
strength of claims of descent, which inevitably will
result in conflicts between competing "groups." At
the very least the authority over remains should be
tied to the strength of the relationship between the
living and the dead, as [is] the Department of the In
terior's policy.
4. Statement four is acceptable. All such studies
certainly should be conducted in accordance with a
defensible research design, although to whom such
studies must be "justified" should be clarified. The fi
nal arbiter must remain the scientific community ex
cept in cases of direct, demonstrable kin ties between
the deceased and living individuals.

5. The Society does not object to the scheduling
of scientific studies, and in fact supports completion
of analysis in a timely manner as shown by our Code
of Ethics 2.1(c) and our Standards of Research Per
formance 6.3. The scheduling of reburial of human
remains (not grave goods) is acceptable only when
there is a direct kin tie to a living person, and that
person or persons specifically requests reburial. The
costs of such reburial should be borne by the interest
ed kin, not the archeologist or physical anthropolo
gist or the institution responsible for conducting the
scientific study.

2. This statement is fully supported by the Soci
ety.

6. The final item in the policy statement will
without doubt prove the most difficult to implement,
and such attempts can only increase the estrange
ment between some Native American groups and
their adherents and the archeological community. By
calling for "weighing" of descendants' concerns
against scientific concerns, the statement apparently
ignores the fact that the relative merits of two value
systems have proven impossible to "weigh" in any
fashion acceptable to the two constituencies. It
seems bizarre that anthropologists, of all people,
could entertain the notion that ideological precepts
are amenable to some sort of quantitative measure to
evaluate which claim is superior. It is the impossibil
ity of assessing the merits of claims based on emotion
or religion against those based on scientific or histori
cal interests that has created the impasse currently
faced by the two competing constituencies. Even if
we were to pretend such an assessment were possible
the question of "who does the weighing" remains. Ul
timately such questions would be decided in the po
litical arena, and subject to decision-making by indi
viduals acting in response to the most vociferous, or
most numerous, interested party.

3. The strongest opposition should be noted to
this statement. First, there is no definition of "grave
goods." Assuming that the definition is the same as
that offered in the draft amendments to ARPA (re.
draft dated October 5, 1988) then materials included
in the grave fill, even if clearly fortuitously, would be
reburied. The definition of "grave" is also broad
enough to include, say, a burial mound. Artifacts in
cluded in the mound fill could easily be construed as
grave goods-they are in grave fill. Particularly in
the Southeast such mounds contain offerings not as
sociated directly with burials but widely interpreted
as offering caches. Some of the most spectacular tes
timony to the artistic achievements of Native Ameri
cans is comprised of such artifacts, not to mention
the scientific value they possess for tracing exchange
systems (often using techniques not available at the
time the artifacts were excavated, e.g. neutron acti
vation), analysis of prehistoric technological evolu
tion and craft specialization, and even prehistoric
ecological systems (e.g. engraved shell from the Craig
Mound with the represented animals, or the Berger
Figurine). The loss of such items and their intrinsic
and scientific value at the whims of "descendants" is
abhorrent. The identification of descendants vested
with such authority is unreasonably broad. No defi

The Society of Professional Archeologists regis
. ters its opposition to the policy in general. Except in
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cases of direct demonstrable kin ties to the deceased
by living persons requesting it, reburial of human re

mains and associated artifacts represents a deliber
ate destruction of the nation's scientific, historical
and artistic heritage. Certainly human remains al
ways should be excavated, studied, curated or re
buried in a respectful and responsible fashion. It is
an index of SOPA's sense of respect and responsibili
ty toward those remains that the Society opposes the
destructive reburial of scientific information support
ed by the current poliey statement.

CONSERVATioN

LAw

ANd ARCItAEOLoGY

The draft EIR included four superficial "design
alternatives" including no project. The others were
scaled from 524 rooms, to 400 rooms, to 340 rooms in
essentially the same design. All would destroy the
five archaeological sites. The Planning Commission
denied the project, but the Board of Supervisors ap
proved it with 130 environmental conditions.
The Citizens of Goleta Valley sued on the
grounds that CEQA was violated. The issue was the
CEQA Guidelines requirement that "alternatives"
must be analyzed and available as mitigation. Hyatt
argued that since they only owned the Haskell Beach
site, it would be unreasonable to require considera
tion of "alternate locations." The court ruled that
failure to examine alternate locations made the EIR
inadequate.
Conclusion: To be truly successful in archaeologi
cal conservation work, it is not enough to be a good
academic scholar. The consultant needs to under
stand the permit process as well as the project that
triggered CEQA review in order to effectively advise
planners in the best design alternative to reduce im
pacts to archaeological resources.

Ronald V. May
The past year was a time for tinkering with the
California Environmental Quality Act by the courts
and legislature. A review of these actions reveals im
portant implications for the conservation of archaeo
logical resources in the coming year.

Citizens for Quality Growth v. City of Mount
Shasta (1988) 198 Cal. App. 3d 433. In this case, the
appellate court found that the City of Mount Shasta
violated Section 15091 of CEQA and Section 21081 of
the Public Resources Code, both requiring adoption
of specific findings with weighed evidence concerning
economic, social, or other considerations.

Public Resources Code, Chapter 1232, Section
21081.6. This legislative change requires a public
agency to adopt a monitoring and public reporting
program for any changes to an approved project in
order to mitigate or avoid significant impacts. This
monitoring and public accountability is a guarantee
that the adopted preservation or salvage of archaeo
logical resources will not be compromised privately
by some bureaucrat once the public hearing process
has been completed. This problem is common in
cities where sympathies lean toward land developers
and private animosity is harbored against archaeolo
gists, Indians, and/or historic preservationists. No
longer will a management level planner be able to
cut a deal in a back room to reduce or eliminate ar
chaeological mitigation, as had been done in many
cases in the City of San Diego in the early 1980s.

Life is the Pits

Heyl Did you hear about
the new facilities the
Archaeology Department
is getting?

Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors
(1988) 197 Cal. App. 3d. 1167. For the conservation
archaeologist who dogs the planning departments de
manding more sensitive design to avoid destruction
of archaeological resources, the Goleta Vaney case
will be a powerful tool The setting was Haskel1's
Beach at the west edge of Goleta Vaney and Santa
Barbara. Hyatt Corporation proposed to construct a
resort hotel with 400 rooms, a restaurant, a confer
ence center, parking areas, tennis courts, swimming
pools, maintenance facilities, an artificial lagoon, and
beach-side snack bar and shower facilities. A second
phase oflOO rooms and 24 viUas was also conceptual
ly proposed. Of the 16 environmental issues, the con
flict of design with five archaeological sites win be of
the most concern here.

-------- ------
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Key to the Citizens for Quality Growth case was
the failure of the City of Mount Shasta to demon
strate serious analysis of the potential physical im
pact to environmental resources. In that instance it
was wetlands, but it could easily have been an Indian
cemetery or shell midden.
Of interest is that the project was a General Plan
Amendment to change a medium density residential
area to high density commercial. While wetlands
could be preserved around houses, the massive grad
ing necessary for commercial buildings and parking
would have destroyed all wetlands. In their eager
ness to promote and boost local businesses, the City
glossed over 22 significant environmental effects and
wrote vague mitigation measures of questionable val
ue and then adopted "boilerplate" overriding social
and economic benefit findings. The Appellate Court
ruled that the City failed to clearly demonstrate full
review and consideration of impacts and adoption of
impact findings of significance or alternatives in de
sign or location.
The issue of "overriding social and economic ben
efits" truly must be compelling. It is not acceptable
to approve project-destruction of significant resources
with a finding that the landowners or future tenant
etc. will benefit. Had the City approved a manufac
turing plant with 2,000 new jobs in an economically
depressed area, the benefit to the regional population
"might be" enough to override the loss of an archaeo
logical site.
Laupheimer v. State of California (1988) 200 Cal.
App. 3d. 440. Several years back the State of Califor
nia prepared a superficial EIR on the statewide pro
ject to thin vegetation by cutting and by "controlled
bums." Zealous in their mission to protect lives
through fire suppression, this statewide EIR glossed
over CEQA issues on a mega-scale and vaguely com
mitted to mitigation (as needed). The "cumulative ef
fect" [operational phrase] of accelerated archaeologi
cal salvage has been a boon to agency archaeologists,
but California Department of Forestry (CDF) lacks
the regulatory authority to preserve sites on private
lands where they contract for the work. Moreover,
the remote nature of an EIR drafted in Sacramento
years before actual surveys invalidated any realistic
understanding of the effect of the program. State
wide, the removal of brush has exposed open sites to
vandalism and other cumulative effects.
The Appellate Court found that the public had
repeatedly raised the issue of cumulative effect to the
attention of the CDF, but that the agency failed to re
spond or acknowledge the concerns. This case will be
especially useful to government and citizen groups
that monitor the effectiveness of long-term Open
Space Easement "mitigation." The CDF, zealously
pursuing contracts with landowners to burn out
dense chaparral, believes that their Final EIR on the

statewide bum program overrides the local mitiga
tion programs at city and county levels.
A serious cumulative effect results when fires get
out of control: impacts to archaeological sites from
emergency fire fighting equipment become exempt
from CEQA due to the threat to life and property.
Just such an event occurred several years ago in the
Angeles National Forest. The cumulative effect of
emergency fire fighting equipment, such as bulldoz
ers, upon archaeological sites across the state must
now be considered as a consequence of this case.
Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202
Cal. App. 3d. 296. This case raises the old issue of
the 1970s about "armchair" CEQA review and find
ings without the benefit of field surveys to identify
impacts.
The County of Mendocino issued a Negative Dec
laration for a treatment plant to serve an expanding
motel/apartment complex and "mitigated" the issues
by requiring "future" hydrologic studies. Sundstrom
feared that the studies would reveal several toxic im
pacts from the approved project. He argued that
once the project was approved there would be no op
portunity for public input or reversal of the approval.
The Appellate Court ruled that the attempt to de
fer environmental review to a future date was con
trary to CEQA because the Guidelines require review
at the earliest possible moment in the planning pro
cess. The court found that the "conditions" were an
improper delegation of the County's legal responsibil·
ity to assess environmental effects and that it cir
cumvented CEQA's mandate that full disclosure of
impacts be subject to review by the public and other
interested agencies. As in the McQueen case dis
cussed in the last Newsletter (pages 5-6), the County
illegally delegated responsibility to another agency
(State Water Quality Control Board), thus diluting
the perspective of the full environmental effect and
leaving the public no true assurance that "mitiga
tion" could be achieved.
Finally, the Court noted that in spite of the fact
that hydrological impacts were unknown there was
substantial and continuing public opposition to the
sewer plant. The court ruled that a fair argument of
the environmental impact can only be presented after
the field studies have been performed and made pub
lic. The decision of the County was thus rendered
faulty because it lacked technical studies and in
formed public opinion. "Substantial evidence" is the
operational phrase necessary to make a sound deci
sion in the Sundstrom case. Be it percolation rates of
soils, or maps of archaeological sites, the substantial
evidence must be up front at the earliest possible mo
ment. Consequently, the Court ruled that the County
abused its discretion in adopting a Negative Declara
tion and putting off field research to a future date.
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Society for CaClfomia Ylrcliaeofogy
tJ1ie Societyfor california !JlrdiaeoCogy is a non-profit scientific andetiu.cation corporation. Its two purposes
'To facilitate coortlination and cooperation am.ono arcfuuoCoatsts in California: (1) to stimufate scuntific re
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fornia, (3) to encouraae the tfevefopment and use uf new tediniques for the better recovery, interpretation, and
preservation uf ardiaeoCo,gica{ remains, (4) to conduct symposia and meet.inas for the presentation uf ardiaeofoot

ca{matters, and (5) to pubfis/i andaisseminate information on arcliaeoCooicafresearcli in California.
'To facilitate efforts between ardiaeoCooists and a([ citizens uf California: (6) to stimufate onater public in
terest in and understanding uf the tediniques andooals uf ardiaeoCogy in California, (7) to> aisseminate eauca
tiona{ information to the public, (8) to encouraae and assist in the conservation uf ardiaeoCo,gicaC remains forfu
ture researdi andpublic k..nowktfae, (9) to aiscouraoe and curtail the aestructive ~Coitation in CaCifornia uf ar
diaeoCo,gicaC resources, and (10) to increase public appreciation andsupport for scientific arcliaeoCoBY in Cali/or-
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UpcOMiNG EVENTS
-May 24-28, 1989. First World Summit Conference
on the Peopling of the Americas, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine. Contact Robson Bonnichsen,
Director, Center for the Study of the First Ameri
cans, 495 College Avenue, Orono, ME 04473. (207)
581-2197.
-May 26,1989. State Historical Resources Commis
sion meeting, San Francisco.
-May 26-30,1989. American Rock Art Research As
sociation Annual Conference, San Antonio, TX.
Contact ARARA, P.O. Box 65, San Miguel, CA
93451 or call (805) 467-3704.
-August 2-6, 1989. Circum-Pacific Prehistory Con
ference. The Seattle Center, Seattle, WA Contact
Dale R. Croes, Conference Coordinator, 1001 4th
Avenue Plaza, Seattle, WA 98154-1001 or (206)
464·6580. JBased on the preliminary program, this
is a "must attend."]
-September 21-22,1989. A conference on "Vernacu·
lar Architecture West of the Rockies" will stress an
interdisciplinary approach to the study of the built
environment in western North America. Contact
Ronald James, Nevada Deputy State Historic
Preservation Officer at (702) 885·5138.

-September 30,1989. Society for California Archae
ology Southern Data Sharing Meeting, Santa
Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa Bar
bara. Contact John Johnson, Santa Barbara Muse
um of Natural History, 2559 Puesta del Sol Road,
Santa Barbara, CA 95988 or phone (805) 682-4711.
-October 6, 1989. State Historical Resources Com
mission meeting, Riverside.
-October 21,1989. Society for California Archaeolo
gy Northern Data Sharing Meeting, California
State University, Chico. Contact Greg Greenway,
Mendocino National Forest, 420 E. Laurel Street,
Willows, CA 95988 or phone (916) 934-3316.
-April 4-8, 1990. Society for California Archae
ology Annual Meeting, Foster City (by the San
Francisco Airport).

! LAST MINUTE NOTE !
At the last minute we received a call about a new
full-time permanent position available at U.C. River
side. The position is Director of the Archaeological
Research Unit. For more information contact De
partment of Anthropology, University of California,
. Riverside, CA 92521 or phone (714) 787-5524.

